
B E H O L D E R
EYE OF THE

A Steve Elias and Number 4 Hair Care Collaboration



It’s a wise proverb often used to explain that beauty is individual and cannot be 

judged. Editorial stylist Steve Elias adopted this phrase for Eye of the Beholder, 

his new collection that challenges perceptions about beauty by showcasing a 

variety of styles and deliberately hiding the eyes of the model.

“I made the conscious decision to not show the model’s eyes in any of the 

images. At beauty shoots, as stylists we tend to embellish too many elements, 

especially with overly done makeup,” explains Elias. “I wanted the hair to stand 

out, and I wanted to highlight the model’s lips as well because I feel like it’s also 

a neglected area.”

Number 4 High Performance Hair Care helped create the looks — forms with 

visual drama and exaggeration.  The hair color was intentional, but the shapes 

and lines happened organically. Each of the eight styles is unique but bound 

together by an appreciation for color, volume and texture.

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE

B E H O L D E R



On damp hair, apply Smoothing Balm and Sugar Texturizing Spray. Blow hair dry 
with a round brush for volume and an undulated effect. Heavily tease hair with a 
teasing brush at the crown. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer Restore & Repair Oil for 
shine and Mighty Hair Spray for hold.

Apply Blow Dry Lotion and Styling Foam to hair and blow dry with round brush. 
Spray hair with Mighty Hair Spray and let cool. Comb out thoroughly with a boar 
bristle brush, then tease with a teasing brush for maximum volume.  Set hair 
with Sugar Texurizing Spray.



Apply Smoothing Balm and Sugar Texturizing Spray to damp hair and blow dry. 
Spray Non Aerosol Hair Spray on hair for heat protection. Next, use a 1-inch flat 
iron to create soft, deconstructed S-shaped waves. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer 
Restore & Repair Oil and Texture Paste.

On damp hair, apply Styling Foam and Blow Dry Lotion, then blowdry hair smooth. 
Spray Non Aerosol Hair Spray on hair to protect it from heat, then use a crimping 
iron to create texture in the interior that will help pull out the style into a pyramid 
shape. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer Restore & Repair Oil and Mighty Hair Spray.



Apply Styling Foam and Blow Dry Lotion to damp hair, then blow dry, flaring out 
the hair at the edges. Spray with Non Aerosol Hair Spray for heat protection. 
Next, use a flat iron to further define the shape. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer 
Restore & Repair Oil for shine and Mighty Hair Spray for hold.

On damp hair, apply Smoothing Balm and Sugar Texturizing Spray. Blow dry with 
diffuser, twisting hair with fingers and a round brush to create a voluminous, tousled 
effect. Heavily tease hair at the crown with a teasing brush. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer 
Restore & Repair Oil and Mighty Hair Spray.



Apply Styling Foam and Blow Dry Lotion to damp hair, then blow dry, tucking 
hair under on the edges. To protect hair from heat, spray with Non Aerosol Hair 
Spray. Further define shape with flat iron. Finish with Fluoro5 Elixer Restore & 
Repair Oil and Mighty Hair Spray.

On damp hair, add Blow Dry Lotion and Styling Foam, then blow dry with large 
round brush. Curl hair with a 1-inch iron and set with Mighty Hair Spray. Let hair 
cool, then comb out thoroughly with a boar bristle brush. Next, tease hair with a 
teasing brush for maximum volume. Set style with Sugar Texturizing Spray.
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“The lighting was inspired by an editorial I saw in Japanese VOGUE last year. I cut it out and 
kept it posted on my fridge for a good six months. I looked at it every day, and every day it 
inspired me just the same. When the time came to talk to Ijfke Ridgley, my photographer, I 
knew exactly what style I wanted — soft and surreal. 

Each model in the collection stands out on her own. From soft ingenue to punk rock sophisticate, 
I worked with my team to produce each look as a strong statement. I did a mockup of the looks 
and presented them to my wardrobe stylist, Kim Smith, and she then came up with two to 
three possible outfits for each incarnation. It’s not easy bringing 24 looks to the set! Kim really 
had a great chance to shine and I’m so happy with the end result. Same for the amazing work 
from my make-up artist, Kecia Littman, on the lips, skin and nails. It’s not easy making the lips 
a showcase piece.”

— Steve Elias 

Photographer : Ijfke Ridgley
Hair: Steve Elias

Makeup: Kecia Littman
Stylist: Kim Smith
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